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How Local Companies Keep Multinationals at Bay 

The article, How Local Companies Keep Multinationals at Bay explores how most of the 

local companies have outdone multinationals in the domestic markets in the last few decades. 

Although most of the developing technologies have tried to let foreign companies in their 

market, local companies have also capitalized on their potential and have performed better than 

the international companies (Bhattacharya, and Michael 23). Most of these local companies have 

taken advantage of strategies like creating products and services that are customized and also 

come up with unique business models designed to overcome the existing obstacles in the market 

(Bhattacharya, and Michael 27). Besides, they use the latest technologies in their production, 

most of which have been imported from the developed countries, they use the low-cost labor 

within their reach to their advantage, quickly scale up, and make considerable investments in 

talent to sustain the fast growth. 

The article has, therefore, tried to explore the reasons why the local companies all over 

the globe, especially in developing economies, have managed to outdo the multinationals. 

Although the developed nations enjoy competitive advantage since they have more sophisticated 

technologies and enough capital backup, they find themselves failing to take over local markets 

(Bhattacharya, and Michael 24). The main reasons are embedded in the six strategies that most 

of the local companies are using in guiding the operations. The ability of a company to employ 
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several strategies makes it better placed than the one which will only use one of the strategies in 

its operation (Bhattacharya, and Michael 27). However, there is hope for the multinationals if 

they can try to copy and implement most of the strategies being used by local companies. They 

can also come up with more sophisticated strategies that most of the local companies would find 

hard to copy and use. 
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Right Up the Middle: How Israeli Firms Go Global 

Globalization of firms is a two-sided venture which can turn to be risky, yet it can also be 

a lucrative adventure if well exploited. The article, Right Up the Middle: How Israeli Firms Go 

Global, discusses how most companies from Israel have successfully exploited foreign markets, 

established themselves, increased their sales and revenue (Friedrich et al. 114). While deciding 

on whether to global, a firm must always consider the local companies in the foreign market and 

the multinationals. Israel’s firms mainly make their globalization technologies by establishing if 

the opportunity will stay unappealing to the multinationals until they establish themselves and if 

local firms might have a more competitive advantage over them (Friedrich et al. 116). Basically, 

the success of Israel’s firms is attributed to strategies like evading the giants in the market, 

disguising themselves as locals, focusing on multinational’s weak spots, and preparing for the 

unforeseen inevitable battles. 

The article mainly discusses the underlying reasons that have made most of the firms 

originating from Israel to succeed in most foreign markets. Israel is a small country that has a 

limited market and has been affected by war. Besides, most of its neighboring countries are war-

prone thus, the only opportunity they have for investment is in the foreign markets (Friedrich et 

al. 114). The firms have, therefore, taken advantage of their maneuvering tactics to find 

entrepreneurial ideas in international markets and further going ahead to exploit them. Their 

success is since they try to find opportunities that have not been exploited by the multinationals 

and locals (Friedrich et al. 117). Besides, they seek to find out if they will be able to establish 

themselves before the opportunities have exposed to other rivals. As a result, most of the firms 

have grown to be global leaders, yet they depend on foreign markets. 
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When Culture Doesn’t Translate How to expand abroad without losing your company’s mojo 

The article, When Culture Doesn’t Translate How to expand abroad without losing your 

company’s mojo, mainly explores the effect that culture has on a company when they go global. 

Most of the local firms share a similar culture with those of the employee, the customers, and the 

management; thus are not affected by cultural differences (Bhattacharya, and Michael 22). 

However, during globalization, cultural disparities are noticed with thus leading to 

communication breakdown, and fault lines continue appearing since there would be a clash 

between cooperate and local cultures. It is, therefore, essential for firms to plan for their 

international culture in readiness for their globalization (Bhattacharya, and Michael 25). The 

main steps to be undertaken include getting to find out the dimensional differences, giving every 

team member a voice, training every employee of vital company norms, protecting the 

company’s creative units, and trying to be continuously heterogeneous. 

An interplay and balance between corporate and local culture are essential in enhancing 

the success of any company either in their local environment or as a multinational. Local 

companies enjoy better organizational culture since most of the employees and their customers 

come from the same cultural background (Bhattacharya, and Michael 23). However, during 

globalization, most companies are affected since they now have people from different cultural 

backgrounds as their customers and employees hence the need to ensure that they plan their 

international culture. Failure to plan their culture would increase chances for miscommunication, 

thus creating fault lines with the organization, thus lowering its potential to succeed in the market 

(Bhattacharya, and Michael 26). The organizational management should, therefore, ensure that 

they identify the dimensional difference, and train all the workers of the vital norms of the 

organization to groove their culture. 
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